
Contents
2 x Door levers (one set)
2 x Rose covers
8 x Wood screws

These levers can be face-fixed with the wood screws provided, or fixed through the door using the 
tie bolts. The tie bolts provide a stronger fixing method and we recommend their use where the 
lock or latch fitted (supplied separately) has a bolt-through hole.

Two styles of spindle are provided; sprung halves and a regular spindle. Both perform the same 
function, however we recommend using the sprung halves where possible as they avoid the need  
to cut the spindle to size and provide for smooth operation.

The following instructions are provided for use with tie bolts, however can be easily applied to a  
face-fixing application.

Tie Bolt Fix
1. Unscrew the rose covers to expose the inner fitting plates. 

2. Place spindle halves in the levers and insert into the follower of the previously installed lock or 
latch in order to mark the fitting plate screw holes.

3. Once holes are marked, set the levers to the side and drill the fixing holes.

4. Place the lever with the non-threaded tie bolt holes (refer image below) back onto lock/latch 
and insert the tie bolts through the non-threaded holes and through the door.

5. Take the threaded half of the lever set and place the spindle in the follower while lining up the 
tie bolts with the threaded holes.

6. Tighten the tie bolts. If the tie bolts are too long they will need to be shortened at one of the 
three shortening points using cutting pliers.

7. Check that all fixings are tightened before testing the operation of the lever.

8. Once it is working correctly, replace the rose covers and tighten by hand.

Further fitting instructions, templates, care & maintenance information and instructional videos can 
be found at our websites: tradco.com.au  tradco.co.nz
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Door Lever  
Fitting Instructions

4 x Tie bolts
2 x Sprung spindles (two halves)
1 x Regular spindle


